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RobustVerilog - A Robust Verilog to Verilog Translator This is a utility that takes a Robust Verilog source file as input and outputs a corrected Verilog file. RobustVerilog is a robust verilog translator. RobustVerilog is designed to handle errors in an accepted manner. It has been designed to make the verilog translation process as robust as possible. RobustVerilog tries to minimize the corrections made and revert to a previous good state. It can be used to remove errors
from a standard verilog file or the output of a verilog to verilog compiler. Errors include: Module mislocated Module created but does not exist Various lexing issues Defining components in a wrong place Function bodies Various parsing issues Definitions that do not fit in the top level module Definitions in the wrong place Missing external ports, gate, assign, always/otherwise blocks etc Incorrect indentation RobustVerilog and Parse errors are represented differently
to Verilog errors. RobustVerilog errors appear on the same line as they occur and are end of line comments. If the error was an indentation error they are not part of the error. Parse errors are in a similar style to errors generated by a verilog to verilog parser. Installation: Download, extract and run the command. A single command will be sufficient The runtime library, the libraries, and the parms to command line options have been placed in the libraries subdirectory. If
you are using robinomatix you will need to download the binaries or you can place the runnable files in the libraries subdirectory. The parms are the command line options which are stored in the user.ini file. RobustVerilog now comes in two versions: An older version (1.0.0) that can be downloaded from the robinomatix download pages A new version that includes a bug fix that will come in the form of an update to the robinomatix update service. The update service
will be listed on the robinomatix download pages. It will include a bug fix for a reported problem with the definition of complex expression in the definitions section. You will notice that the old version will
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RobustVerilog Source Parser Category Bug/Feature Request Priority High Ideal_Fix No Description Name Bug/Feature Request Link Hint Please paste the output of the ROBRST command To use this command you have to type one of the following commands: a. convert file to human readable format b. run the RobustVerilog parser c. print out the results Example comands to convert a file to human readable format: %convert RobustVerilog1.ros RobustVerilog2.ros
or %convert RobustVerilog1.ros RobustVerilog2.ros > RobustVerilog2.ros.txt commands to run the RobustVerilog parser: %compile --cmd RobustVerilog2.ros.txt %run RobustVerilog2.ros %run RobustVerilog2.ros > RobustVerilog2.txt %run RobustVerilog2.ros > RobustVerilog2.txt > RobustVerilog2.txt (Note that the last example is just for testing) Sample code %run RobustVerilog2.ros %run RobustVerilog2.ros > RobustVerilog2.txt %run RobustVerilog2.ros >
RobustVerilog2.txt > RobustVerilog2.txt Features Supported languages Verilog, SystemVerilog Supported keywords From top file to type Result output What are the ROBRST and ROBV commands? The ROBRST command converts an RIS file into a human readable format and prints the result to the standard output. The ROBV command converts the RIS file into a human readable format and prints the result to the standard output. The ROBRST command takes as
input a RIS file, which is usually created by the RobustVerilog compiler. It generates an RIS file from the original RIS file, replaces all source modules by the output of the compiler and the original input of

What's New in the RobustVerilog Parser?

The RobustVerilog Parser is an efficient and elegant parser that understands the syntax of RobustVerilog. It performs multi-threaded, recursive descent parsing and supports multiple programming styles. It features an efficient type system, and supports both single and double quotes. It can correctly process and recognize any license field found in the source file. It supports BOTH a traditional, left-to-right parsing, AND an XML-like parsing. It is based on the concept
of a combined data and data/value parser. It has the concept of multiple passes: primary, secondary,... It has the ability to use existing comments, or to recognize C-like comments. RobustVerilog is an active language and no manual in progress. Uses precompiled libraries. It recognizes multiple languages and uses an optimized, per-language, VM. Multiple input files can be processed at once. Can use an external DLL. Written in C++. License: LGPLv3 license.
Copyright (c) 2012, Giulio D'Arcangelo, Roberto Macchioni, and other contributors. All rights reserved. This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA Notification See the docs page for additional information and possible license changes. Documentation See the docs page
for additional information and possible license changes. Installation Download the latest version of RobustVerilog and then install the tool. To use the tool on Windows, use the supplied wizard to install it in C:\RobustVerilog. Usage Run this from the command line: robustverilog [-L /] [-c file] [-C file] [-f file] [-p directories] [-m] [-x] Parameters -L directory|-c file|-C file An existing directory into which we want the results to be written. -f file A file to read. -p
directories A directory or directories into which the
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System Requirements For RobustVerilog Parser:

Memory: 1.5 GB 2 GB RAM: 1 GB Hard Drive Space: 10 GB 20 GB Processor: Processor 2.4 GHz AMD (or Intel) Graphics: Card must be compatible with DirectX 10 graphics. Sound Card: DirectSound compatible sound card is recommended How To Install: Download
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